
Connect everything. See everything.

A seamless journey to next generation 
Key Account Management. 

 

Case study



Adapting fast to a changing market

The life science purchasing landscape was  
evolving fast: where once the sales channel was 
direct to individual prescribers, now buying  
decisions were being taken at a much higher level 
within the customer organisation. And rather than 
a single individual being involved, decisions were 
being taken by larger and more complex buyer 
teams. A new strategic approach was required. 
 
Our client identified a real urgency to transform 
their business planning process to better manage 
this new complexity and more effectively meet the 
needs of their customers. That meant greater 
understanding of their customers’ needs and a  
partnership approach to delivering them a  
tailored solution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Absolutely central to the new approach was the 
decision to bring in a highly flexible cloud-based 
Key Account Management (KAM) system that 
could be easily accessed by all their team 
members in real time to deliver an immediate 
‘shared picture’ of the customer and all the  
conversations that had taken place. 

Flexible, configurabl  e Key  
Account Management

Importantly, the client wanted a system as flexible 
as they were; one that could be configured to their 
precise requirements during the set-up phase but 
could also be continuously updated and  
reconfigured as their needs changed or the  
market evolved. But it was more than just a highly 
effective KAM solution they needed, they also 
planned to connect multiple existing data sets. 
With Interactive Medica, their teams had the  
ability to analyse their data and access insights 
via simple visual dashboards.  

For the first time, all their teams would be able to 
see the same data, the same insights, the same 
reports and the same detailed view of their  
customers, sharing a single version of the truth. 

“A bespoke account planning tool to  

facilitate a consistent approach to account  

management across the field force.”

‘Sharing a single version of the truth’

“Key Account Management 
is more than a role for us  
– it is a mind-set.”



by Interactive Medica’s experts with long-standing 
experience of key account  
management and sales within the pharma  
environment guaranteed a successful outcome. 
 
Since the original implementation, the client  
has expanded the functionality of their solution,  
bringing in additional feeds and outputs from  
the wider Interactive Medica portfolio. It also  
includes the Wilmington Healthcare range of  
customer data, so the UK’s largest specialist 
health sector database is plugged directly into 
their account planning process, providing the 
most up to date contact details available. At the 
other end of the key account management  
process, accessing Wilmington Healthcare’s  
multi-channel marketing capabilities directly from 
the Interactive Medica platform provides account 
managers with an ‘end-to-end’ mailing  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
solution where single healthcare professionals  
can be identified, segmented and mailed to in a 
seamless operation. 
 
The Interactive Medica solution never stays still. 
The platform’s inherent flexibility coupled with the 
team’s agile approach to delivery allows the 
client's key account management processes to  
continuously evolve as their teams plan, engage 
and analyse to grow their customers and stay 
ahead of competitors. 

Our client: 
•  A customer since 2014 

•  Now with over 400 active users 

Selecting the future-proof option

Interactive Medica was just one possible solution 
being assessed by the client. Making the right  
selection decision would clearly have a significant 
impact on future sales success, so a rigorous  
assessment process was put in place. The client 
conducted an audit on the potential options 
available to them: Interactive Medica was the 
most effective solution to meet their objectives. 
 
As a cloud-based solution, Interactive Medica  
immediately offered the scale and flexibility that 
ensured it could meet the requirements  
immediately, and in the future, providing  
always-on access from anywhere. But where  
Interactive Medica really stood out was its ability 
to adapt to the client's specific requirements. As it 
employs proprietary IP, the solution could provide 
a cost-effective approach to continuous  
improvement, adapting frequently and quickly  
to accommodate evolving requirements.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The ability to connect with a wide set of existing 
client data feeds, (including direct sales (ERP) 
and market sales data, KPIs, CRM data and  
marketing reporting) allowed a single accurate 
picture of an account to be seen and shared in 
real time, something that had never before  
been possible. More than that, rather than  
simply aggregating and reporting the data, the  
Interactive Medica solution provided the ability  
to analyse the data and deliver insights at a  
national, regional, buying group, or even single  
organisation level.  

Successful adoption and roll-out

Originally rolled out for a single Oncology division 
in just 12 weeks, Interactive Medica has now also 
been rolled out across two further divisions,  
serving over 400 active users. Each business area 
has taken advantage of the solution’s inherent 
flexibility to make minor changes to the user  
interface and key outputs to better reflect their 
specific requirements, while maintaining a  

consistent, shared account management  
process overall. 
 
The implementation programme was driven by  
a senior sponsor within the client, who provided  
oversight of the entire Sales and Marketing  
functions, as well as the individual business units. 
This senior management team buy-in, supported 

“Establish a team approach… a single  

source of the truth”



Connect everything. See everything.

With unparalleled healthcare expertise and  
outstanding industry knowledge, Wilmington 
Healthcare offers data, data visualisation, insight 
and analysis on a variety of healthcare fields. We 
deliver sustainable outcomes for healthcare  
suppliers and ultimately patients. 
 
Part of Wilmington Healthcare, Interactive Medica 
is a  pan-European provider of cloud-based 
healthcare insight and strategic account  
management offerings to the life sciences and 
pharmaceutical industry. 

For more information, to discuss any of our  
solutions, or to request a demo, contact us in  
any of the following ways: 
 
wilmingtonhealthcare.com/interactive-medica 
 
             #WilmHealth 
 
             @Int_Medica 
 
info@wilmingtonhealthcare.com

             

             

https://wilmingtonhealthcare.com/what-we-do/interactive-medica/
https://mobile.twitter.com/WilmHealthcare
https://twitter.com/int_medica
mailto:info@wilmingtonhealthcare.com



